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Overview

Across-the-Board (ATB) movement is subject to case-matching requirements
that are alleviated by syncretism (Borsley 1983; Dyła 1984; Franks 1995; Citko
2005; Asarina 2011)

Two kinds of case pose issues for multidominance-based Sharing analyses of
ATB movement. The problematic kinds of case are distantly assigned case and
unmarked case

To account for data regarding ATB movement with these kinds of case, I pro-
pose an alternative derivation of Sharing structures. I propose that syntactic
elements have features within their respective workspaces, and that these
features are preserved when workspaces are combined

Background

Gaps targeted by ATBmovement canmismatch in case only if the corresponding
forms are syncretic:

(1) Feminine-headed relative clause (no syncretism)

*dziewcyzna,
girl

{*którą/*której}
who.f.acc/gen

[Janek
Janek

lubi
likes

acc] a
and

[Jerzy
Jerzy

nienawidzi
hates

gen]

‘the girl who Janek likes and Jerzy hates’ (Polish; Citko 2011:126)

(2) Masculine-headed relative clause (sycretism)

chłopiec,
boy

którego

who.m.acc/gen
[M.
M.

lubi
likes

acc] a
and

[E.
E.

nienawidzi
hates

gen]

‘the boy who Maria likes and Ewa hates’ (Polish; Franks 1995:62)

The pattern in (1)/(2) generalizes cross-linguistically to the Identity of Form
(IoF) condition:

(3) Identity of Form (IoF) condition on ATB movement:

ATB-movement is grammatical only if the items corresponding to all gaps
targeted by the movement are identical in form.

➤ Under ATB movement, a single nominal thus shows evidence of having multiple
case requirements (i.e., IoF). What is responsible for IoF in ATB movement?

IoF in prominent approaches to ATB phenomena

1. Sharing via multidominance: One element shared between con-

juncts

(e.g., McCawley 1982, Citko 2005, Citko and Gračanin-Yuksek 2021)
(4) What1 did [Mary sell what1 ] and [ John buy what1 ]?

IoF results from case being assigned twice to the ATB target prior to conjunction

2. Unification: Two elements combine into one via movement

(e.g., Williams 1978, Blümel 2014, Hein and Murphy 2020)
(5) What1,2 did [Mary sell what1 ] and [ John buy what2 ]?

IoF follows as a consequence of the movement mechanism. E.g., For a ‘forked
movement chain’, all lower members must be compatible with the exponent inserted
into the head of the chain (Blümel 2014)

Distantly assigned case: Hindi-Urdu permissive

Abstractly: Distantly assigned case

Case assignment to an ATB-movement target may be conditioned by element(s)
external to the conjuction site, i.e., case may be distantly assigned

Distantly assigned case cannot be assigned prior to conjunction

➤ Sharing predicts that IoF does not apply to distantly assigned case

HU permissive: Embedded trans. subjects have dep. dat case

In the Hindi-Urdu (HU) permissive, transitive subjects embedded under the
matrix verb de-na ‘give/let’ bear dat case (Butt 1995; Davison 2014):

(6) Anu=ne
Anu=erg

[aag*(=ko)
fire*(=dat)

fasal
crops

jalaane]
burn.inf

dii
let

‘Anu let the fire burn down the crops.’ (Keine and Dash 2018)

dat and acc are syncretic (-ko), but can be differentiated (Davison 2014):

• In active voice: acc is sometimes optional; dat is always obligatory
• In passive voice: acc becomes optional (even if obligatory in the active
counterpart); dat is obligatory

Embedded intransitive subjects bear optional acc case:

(7) Sita=ne
Sita=erg

[fasal(=ko)
crop(=acc)

jalne]
burn.unacc

dii/diiyaa
let

‘Sita let the crops burn’ (Agarwal 2021:9)

In (6), dat case on the embedded subject disappears 1) if matrix clause is
passivized; or 2) if embedded clause is used as a standalone matrix clause

Following Agarwal (2022), I thus adopt a dependent dat case rule for HU:

(8) Dependent-case rule for dat (Baker 2015:131):

If DP1 c-commands DP2 in VP, assign dat to DP1.

Embedded dat case is distantly assigned in coordination

If two embedded clauses are coordinated, dependent dat case may be distantly
assigned via the rule in (8)

Thus we have a configuration of distantly assigned case. In particular, depen-
dent dat case on the embedded subject requires the presence of matrix VP,
which is external to the TP coordination site:

(9) a. [ TP [ TP1 Subj1 V1 ] and [ TP2 Subj2 Obj V2 ] ]

b. [VP [ TP [ TP1 Subj1 V1 ] and [ TP2 ::::::::::::::::
Subj-dat 2 Obj V2 ] ] V ]

IoF applies to DPs with embedded dat case

ATB movement can target coordinated embedded acc and dat subjects:

(10) aag=ko

fire=dat/acc
Sita=ne
Anu=erg

[ acc failne]
spread

aur
and

[ dat fasal
crops

jalaane]
burn

diiyaa
let

‘Sita let the fire burn the crops and spread’

But ATB-movement cannot target coordinated embedded nom and dat subjects:

(11) *Zalzalaa

earthquake.nom
/ *Zalzalee=ko

earthquake=dat
bhagwaan=ne
God=erg

[ nom hone]
happen

aur
and

[ dat shahar
city

ukhaadne]
uproot

diiyaa
let

‘God let the earthquake occur and destroy the city’

Unmarked case: German topicalization

Abstractly: Unmarked case

Unmarked case (Marantz 1991) appears on a DP only if it is assigned no other
case over the course of a derivation

➤ Crucially, unmarked case is not assigned prior to conjunction, as Sharingwould
require if IoF were to hold of unmarked case

IoF applies to DPs with unmarked case

I assume that German nom is unmarked (Schütze 2001; McFadden 2007)

ATB topicalization can target coordinated acc/nom positions only if the moved
material is syncretic:

(12) a. Die

the.f.acc/nom
Milch

milk
[mag
like

ich
I.nom

nicht
not

acc] und
and

[ist
is

nom

auch
also

nicht
not

gut
good

für
for

mich]
me

‘I don’t like the milk and it is also not good for me’

b. *Den

the.m.acc
/ *Der

the.m.nom
Käse

cheese
[mag
like

ich
I.nom

nicht
not

acc] und
and

[ist
is

nom auch
also

nicht
not

gut
good

für
for

mich]
me

‘I don’t like the cheese and it is also not good for me’

Implications

Sharing vs. Unification

IoF holds of distantly assigned case and unmarked case. This is inconsistent
with existing Sharing approaches

Unification analyses must allow for case to be assigned sufficiently late

How can we fix Sharing?

Issue: We cannot rely on case to be assigned twice prior to conjunction, since
sufficient information may not yet be available this early in the derivation

Solution: A syntactic element has features corresponding with each workspace
that it is merged into. ATB movement involves two workspaces being combined,
so the case features from each conjunct are carried over:

(13) ¸1

˛1 X
[case: K1]

¸2

˛2 X
[case: K2]

W1 W2
(14) ‚

. . .

. . . ¸1

˛1

. . .

. . . ¸2

˛2 X
[case: K1]
[case: K2]

W3

An unvalued case feature may thus be carried over from pre-conjunction . . .

• . . . and be valued later in the derivation once the requisite structural
material is present (=distantly assigned case)

• . . . and remain unvalued until Spellout (=unmarked case)

Beyond ATB movement

This modified Sharing derivation represents one way a single syntactic node
could come to have multiple features of the same type

This proposal argues for a substantive difference between syntactic elements
and their associated feature sets


